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90% 
Award Ceremony

Attendance

4,053 
Booth Entrances

Booth promotion on 
social media had

engagement rates 

4% higher 
than industry average

THE PAYOFF

The booth was tracked through in-floor sensors to gauge booth traffic, 
which proved to be higher during agronomy presentations. Customers 
and prospects exited the booth space with memorabilia for the 85-year 
celebration, while corn contest winners celebrated in style with over 90% 
attending the awards ceremony. Rave reviews for the unique awards and 
overall experience proved as significant as the metrics from the tactics. 
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Let us tell your success story.

With a team of ag-centric agency veterans, BLNKPG has a passion for all things rural and sharing the stories that help 
support both its legacy and growth. Developed with a client-partnership mentality, BLNKPG is dedicated to driving results 
based on fresh ideas.
A BLANK PAGE IS THE BEST PLACE TO START.

AgriGold is a seed brand marketed by AgriGold, a leading seed 
research and production company. AgriGold planned to exhibit at 
Commodity Classic, a large annual agricultural trade show, and 
wanted to increase their brand awareness with farmers in attendance. 
AgriGold also wanted to use its trade show appearance to celebrate 
85 years in business. BLNKPG was approached to develop an exhibit 
theme, booth and supporting marketing materials.

BLNKPG designed a wood- and brick-patterned booth resembling a 
casual members’ club, “The Eighty-Five,” a reference to AgriGold’s years 
of operation. AgriGold signage, retro items from years past and photos 
of past corn yield winners and teams added to the decor. Booth visitors 
were treated to talks by agronomists and partners and live music by 
guitarist and singer Bobby Erwin, a National FFA Talent Contest winner. 
BLNKPG also organized an awards banquet for top AgriGold corn yield 
contest winners held at the WWII Museum. The entire commodity 
presence was supported by pre-show social, email marketing, direct 
mail to invitees, hotel drops, text message marketing, and video assets. 
From unique winner awards to custom hype videos to custom Mardi 
Gras beads to a 40x40 booth design in less than 4 months, BLNKPG 
built a fully themed event experience.

THE CHALLENGE

THE IDEA


